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“The true qi I conveyed to you won’t protect you for long.”

“If you don’t immediately refining and breaking through, the true qi escaping from your
body will destroy your dantian veins, and you will really be a waste.”

After the healing done just now, Mark realized how many injuries Yu Yun had in her
body.

The wound in this woman’s body is by no means just as simple as the one hit by her
own palm.

What’s more serious is that she was forcibly interrupted by herself at the critical moment
of breaking the border.

It caused a lot of true Qi power to rampage in her body and wreak havoc.

This time, it was even more serious than the injury he had suffered under the Chu
family’s old house.

If it doesn’t work, Yu Yun will really become a waste.

However, as the saying goes, misfortune comes and blessing relies on, and blessing
comes to misfortune.

This situation is not necessarily a bad thing for Yu Yun.

As long as she continues to retreat and breaks through the realm smoothly with the help
of the power of the ice spirit fruit, then she will be able to break through the blocked
tendons in the body.

The true Qi that overflows across can also be gathered in the Dantian again through
these tendons.

In this way, Yu Yun can not only solve the immediate crisis, but the cultivation base can
go further!



However, what Ling Mark didn’t expect was that his words were worth it. This woman
still didn’t want this ice spirit fruit.

“I said, I will never ask for something back.”

“So, this ice spirit fruit, I don’t want it.”

“If you don’t want it, then throw it away.”

Yu Yun said coldly, her cold words, with majesty without questioning.

Mark’s face turned black when he heard it.

“I said eldest sister, it’s not something to promise or not to promise now.”

“It’s about saving lives.”

“You are almost gone, do you know?”

“Listen to me, quickly swallow this ice spirit fruit, and then refining and breaking
through.”

“I’ll guard you by the side, and I won’t let anyone disturb you this time.”

Mark was very angry, and said to Yu Yun again.

Sometimes, this woman’s stubbornness is really unreasonable.

This is burning eyebrows, but she is still here to estimate her majestic face.

While speaking, Mark picked up the ice spirit fruit and sent it to Yu Yun’s mouth, asking
her to swallow it quickly.

“I said, I don’t want it.”

Yu Yun didn’t know where the strength came from, and pushed Mark’s arm away, and at
the same time shouted to Mark with displeased eyes.

“This is something for you, I don’t need it.”

“As for my injury, you don’t have to worry about it. I will figure it out myself.”

Yu Yun turned her head away, not wanting to look at Mark anymore, let alone accepting
the ice spirit fruit.

Mark was stunned.



Staring blankly at the haggard woman in front of her.

Speechless for a long time.

Yu Yun thought that Mark was angry, so she explained in a low voice again: “You really
don’t have to worry about my injury. Without the ice spirit fruit, I still have…”

“Woo~”

Yu Yun was still talking, but next, things that Yu Yun didn’t even dream about happened.

I saw Mark, who was originally behind him, but he didn’t know when he had already
walked to his side, and then he grabbed his neck and pulled it into his arms.

Immediately afterwards, in Yu Yun’s panic, the boy’s face quickly enlarged in her pupils.

Until, the red lips are facing each other, and the lips and teeth are dependent.

At that moment, Yu Yun’s beautiful eyes widened sharply, her brain was blank, her body
stiffened like an electric shock.

In his nose, there was the wild, male aura of this man.

“Woohoo~”

Yu Yun screamed, still struggling.

But Mark directly used his tongue to pry open all the defenses between Yu Yunxiang’s
lips, and sent the warm and cool spirit fruit into Yu Yun’s mouth.

Chapter 2577

Before that, who would have thought that Mark would have let Yu Yun subdued the ice
spirit fruit in such a way.

After Mark succeeded, he let go of the lingering rhyme in his arms contentedly, and
jumped far away, avoiding the lingering rhyme directly, as if he was afraid that the
woman would be ashamed and angry, and then take the sword and kill him.

However, in fact, thinking about it carefully, with Yu Yun’s current physical condition,
even if she really wants to kill Mark, it is undoubtedly more than enough.

“Haha~”

“mock up?”



“I Mark can’t get you?”

“In the end, I didn’t eat it obediently.”

Mark hid in the distance, smiling triumphantly.

And Yu Yun, obviously still in the panic just now, did not come back to her senses.

She can’t believe it until now. She was…were kissed by a man just now?

How can this be?

“Mark, you bastard, how dare you…”

After a long time, Yu Yun recovered from her panic.

At this time, this stunning woman only felt that there was still a male on Mark between
her lips and teeth.

breath.

The pretty face is even more blushing, almost from the neck to the ears.

Perhaps, it was not the first time she had such close contact with Mark.

But this time was different from last time. Last time, both of them were in a state of
confusion, so after that night, Yu Yun and Mark couldn’t remember the details.

But this time, Yu Yun kissed Mark in a sober state.

Yu Yun remembers every detail very clearly.

She even clearly remembered how Mark pried open his lips and teeth when the two of
them were touching their red lips just now.

Suddenly, an unparalleled sense of shame filled the whole heart of Yu Yun.

Last time, what happened between her and Mark made Yu Yun feel unforgivable.

But now, the master of her sect, who has always been elegant and noble, has once
again been taken advantage of by the opposite sex. It is conceivable that at this time,
what kind of waves arose in Yu Yun’s heart.

However, it was enough to be kissed by this bastard. It was not the first time anyway,
but Yu Yun was even more angry. It was this guy who directly let himself swallow the ice
spirit fruit.



“You bastard, I said I don’t want me, who let you do it to me.”

“Besides, do you know how to take this ice spirit fruit, you let me swallow it raw?”

“You…you piss me off you~”

Yu Yun was so angry that her jade feet stomped straight, and on top of her stunning
pretty face, there was full of anger and complaint towards Mark.

She was really going to be pissed off by Mark.

You know, this ice spirit fruit is extremely precious, and the power it contains is
extremely powerful.

If you swallow it directly, the most likely result is that you can’t bear the huge energy
contained in the ice spirit fruit. If you are lucky, your dantian will be damaged, your
muscles will be broken, and your luck will burst and you will die.

That’s why, when Yu Yun refined this ice spirit fruit before, it was done outside the body.

Because only in this way, can the power of the ice spirit fruit be absorbed little by little by
refining, and if it reaches the limit that the body can bear, it can stop at any time.

But now it’s alright, Mark directly let her eat it.

Don’t say save her, but it is very likely to harm her.

Looking at Mark who was still smirking in front of him, Yu Yun was almost vomiting blood
for three liters.

She really suspected that Mark was sent by God to punish her.
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